Image Pretreatment Tools I: Algorithms for Map Denoising and Background Subtraction Methods.
One of the critical steps in two-dimensional electrophoresis (2-DE) image pre-processing is the denoising, that might aggressively affect either spot detection or pixel-based methods. The Median Modified Wiener Filter (MMWF), a new nonlinear adaptive spatial filter, resulted to be a good denoising approach to use in practice with 2-DE. MMWF is suitable for global denoising, and contemporary for the removal of spikes and Gaussian noise, being its best setting invariant on the type of noise. The second critical step rises because of the fact that 2-DE gel images may contain high levels of background, generated by the laboratory experimental procedures, that must be subtracted for accurate measurements of the proteomic optical density signals. Here we discuss an efficient mathematical method for background estimation, that is suitable to work even before the 2-DE image spot detection, and it is based on the 3D mathematical morphology (3DMM) theory.